
                                               

 
 
 

Eleonore Play Broadens 
 
Further results are out this morning from Virginia (VIA-T; closing up $0.39 at $3.50 on 528,682 shares). 
These extend the Roberto zone to 250 metres depth, an extension of about 50%.  Results include 12.6 me-
tres of 14.5 g/t gold at depth, a strong result for bulk underground mining potential.  Roberto’s strike has a 
smaller extension of about 50 metres or 20%, and the upper portion of Roberto is also filled in, with strong 
results that include separate intersections of 19 metres of 12.7 g/t and 3 metres of 122 g/t gold.  These new 
shallow holes confirm the project’s potential for a rapid capital payback, an important milestone for a 
new ore body.  The Roberto Est zone has also had further testing, returning up 7 metres of 11.5 g/t gold and 
again confirming that the shallow portion of this zone combined with the parallel main Roberto zone is gen-
erating a very strong pittable resource at Eleonore.  And, three more drill holes testing the Veine zone 
have returned 6.6 metres of 34.7 g/t (1 oz/ton), 1.8 m of 70.1 g/t, and 2 m of 24.5 g/t gold.  In conjunc-
tion with the previous result from Veine of 1 metre at 121.9 g/t (3.6 oz/ton) gold, this confirms a third strong 
zone for this project.   
 
VIA touched $4 on these results, just shy of its all time high of $4.10 made in the heady market of 1996.  We 
think that with these results in hand it is now positioned to exceed that high. http://www.virginia.qc.ca/  
 
In related news, Everton Resources (EVR-V; closing off 1 cent at $0.30 on 40,125 shares) announced 
this morning that it has reached agreement to acquire up to 65% of a series of claims around the Eleonore 
project held by Azimut Exploration (AZM-V; closing off 1 cent at $0.46 on 55,500 shares).  Most of these 
blocks were staked by AZM before the Roberto discovery, and several are close enough to offer potential 
though more information is needed assess this.  Azimut’s website is under construction; the company has 
only 12 million shares out so we feel it will benefit from this exposure by a partner with a much stronger mar-
ket presence.  Everton has a fairly easy up-front deal that allows it to assess these blocks, while continuing 
with its programs in the Dominican Republic and Uruguay.   EVR has just completed a $3 million financing 
to move its projects forward.  Everton has based so we are shifting EVR from Accumulate to Spec Buy.  
http://www.evertonresources.com/; Contact 1-800-778-0263 or 613-241-2332 
 
Regards for now - Eric Coffin and David Coffin 
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HRA Excerpts — SD #213     

 

You can take advantage of our 2004 rates by acting now!  
Our subscription rates will going up in 2005. 

 

Call 1-800-528-0559, or send this form as indicated below.  
 
HRA - Special Delivery alerts comment on market moving events, be they external shocks or new project or financial 
results of particular resource companies.  SD focuses on keeping trading smart – using price moves between the re-
lease of results and sentiment and promotion driven liquidity as trading opportunities to minimize holding costs and 
maximize profit potential.  The number of Special Delivery depends on events, and SD subscribers also receive spe-
cial “trip report” from David’s many property examinations. 
 
HRA Dispatch  is “between Journals” updates of both editorial and companies in monthly format.  Dispatch pro-
vides ongoing updates on commodity markets and other economic news and many “new” companies appear there as 
well. The Dispatch also includes commentary on situations to watch, and does include companies or projects that 
we don’t intend to formally follow, or that we may be avoiding.  
 
The HRA Journal is our monthly, closest to the original Hard Rock Analyst as it began in 1995.  Delivered by email 
notification to our website posting, the Journal concentrates on longer-term resource prospects, production and sen-
ior pre-production situations, new areas in play, and commodity moves.  It contains comprehensive company re-
views, and opinion on how geo-political change and global economic shifts will shape the markets.     
 

“Complete Package” is Special Delivery alerts + Dispatch + monthly Journal  
  “Dispatch Package” is monthly Journal + Dispatch update between Journals 

     “Journal ONLY” is “just” our acclaimed monthly newsletter. 
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